The Lenovo Go Wired Speakerphone brings enterprise-grade conferencing and audio to the remote workforce. In one portable plug-and-play solution, you can hold natural conference calls optimized by advanced voice-first algorithms. And with Teams Certified tech, you can rest easy knowing you can make the most of your favorite UC platform.
Lenovo Go Wired Speakerphone

WHY CHOOSE THE LENOVO GO WIRED SPEAKERPHONE?

Enterprise-Quality Audio
The Microsoft Teams certified Lenovo Go Speakerphone punches above its weight with two voice-enhancing omni-directional mics engineered for consistent, reliable audio. And with cutting-edge environmental noise cancelling, acoustic echo control, automatic gain control, beamforming, and wide-band processing, it delivers a conferencing experience that’s as good as the real thing.

Designed for On-The-Go
Be ready to rock even a last-minute meeting with the Lenovo Go Wired Speakerphone’s portable plug-and-play capabilities and effortless PC UC support that enables immediate access to media and conferencing. When duty calls, the clever design of the speaker allows you to neatly tuck the cable away under the base and hit the road fast.

Intuitive Control Panel
Designed to be simple, the Lenovo Go Wired Speakerphone’s in-built control panel is packed with intuitive features such as a dedicated Teams button, smooth volume wheel, tactile response control buttons, and LED hairline indicators that effortlessly guide even first-time users.

SPECIFICATIONS

PERFORMANCE

Speaker
Driver Units : Φ 40 x 20.8 mm
Frequency Range : 140 Hz – 20 kHz
Impedance : 4 Ω
Rated Power : 3W
Sensitivity (SPL) : >85 dB @1W/0.5m

Microphone
Microphone : 2 x Omni-direction Microphones
Frequency : 100 Hz – 10 kHz
SNR : 64 dB(A)

General
Power Rating : 5V/1A
LED Indication : Teams Event, Call Status, Microphone Mute, Volume Range

Audio Performance
ENC (Environmental noise cancellation)
AEC (Acoustic echo cancellation)
Automatic Gain Control
Double Talk
Beamforming

INFORMATION

Certification
Certified for Microsoft Teams¹, Compatible with Skype™ for Business

Ship Group (What’s in the Box)
Lenovo Go Wired Speakerphone
Lenovo USB-C (Female) to USB-A (Male) Adapter
Travel Pouch
Start Manual
Warranty Posters

Warranty
1 Year

Part Numbers (PN)
Commercial (Thunder Black Color) 4XD1C82055
Consumer (Storm Grey Color) GXDIC8205S

¹ Lenovo Go Wired Speakerphone is certified for Microsoft Teams at time of availability.
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